
STUDYING OASIS

STUDYING PODS

SPACE FOR MEETINGS

FLEXIBILITY

COMMON SPACES

The project looks to the future: we aren’t able to know now how things will go in years to come. It’s 
possible, however, to make easier for future mantainers to add potential new technologies using dry 
systems, such as the suspended ceiling.
Moreover, the space can easily change with the use of movable partitions, used in the area of 
Studying pods and Rooms for seminars: in both cases, the space can be one or be divided into many 
isolated areas.

Area not relevant to the project

Floor enlargement

TECHNOLOGY & FACILITIES
Technologic facilities are implemented with new systems: lights, sockets, projectors, recorders. These 
installations make learning experience easier: thanks to projection systems lessons are clearer, 
while recorders make it possible for students to go over lessons once at home.
Lighting system is implemented too; measures are easy to install thanks to the new suspended 
ceiling. Moreover, every desk is equipped with table lamps and sockets.
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C.

A place dedicated to individual study, where students can sit alone with 
their books and laptops or use common computers; sound-absorbent 
partitions and insulating walls make this room quiet and peaceful.

A.

Common spaces are located in two areas: the first one consists of a stairs-
like place to sit and stay for short times; the second one includes seats
where to consult digital resources and magazines from tablets.

D.

This space for about 20 people can be used for meetings and
videoconferences; seats are arrayed in order to conceive a better
listening experience. Projecting and recording systems are provided.

B.

A system of moving partitions allow to organize private meetings 
inside insulated rooms, provided with projection and recording systems. 
Rooms can be opened, so the space can become one, big and fluid.

ROOMS FOR SEMINARS
E.

This space for about 40 people can be used for seminars and meetings; 
seats are disposed around a little stage provided with a projecting and re-
cording system. The room can be split in two by an insulating moving wall.
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